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VIEW ABOUT MAHAMATIPRANANTH, S ILLUSION THEOLOGY
By Ms. Reena Sirwani
Introduction
Mahamati Prannath was a great saint. The meaning of Mahamati is a person with great
intelligence. He not only lived for himself, but also lived for the whole world‟s welfare. He was
born to give his life for the well- being of the entire world. He burnt himself in the furnace of
time and turned to gold. For the service and well-being of masses he became a prompter and agerevolutioner like an elixir, but it‟s a matter of disappointment that such a great saint who
presented a great image of all religion equal has been described very less in the literature and
other historical books. Very few people were aware of this great saint. His image symbolizes that
he has the power to awaken a human being‟s slept conscious bounded by slavery, blind faith and
an outer false show. Mahamati was not that persuader who became a representative of any
specific religion or community who only through his sayings tried to reform the society and also
not he was among those saints who got the preceptor throne as inheritance and sang devotional
hymns with followers. Infact, Mahamati was a social reformer who provided strong base to those
independent groups of people from whose strength the people who are helpless, drestitutes and
resource less get success in life. “Mahamati was himself an ideological effluent in whom energy
of scriptures, prosperity of world, aspirations of society and regularity of the caste traditions are
also present. Along with that the message of all religious whose center was human and his
elevation

inhibited

in

him.”(RanjitSaha)

Like other great prophets, Mahamatihas also preached to awaken the conscious of masses that in
this universe all those appeared things come into the circle of illusion which can neither be a part
of us permanently nor can also be still. It is changing continuously and this is the special feature
of illusion and due to this specialty, illusion attracts everyone to itself. The outer beauty of
illusion is mesmerizing.That‟s why, prophets have given warning that if you see outer beauty
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you will entangle yourself in the circle of illusion. The saints compared Vishnu‟s Mohini to
illusion .Vishnu also called illusion as cogent and powerful and said that we should not wish to
see illusion. If you see illusion then you will definitely attracted towards it and will get stuck .
But if you leave illusion then only you can see the lord Vishnu and get the form of the Vishnu as
Almighty God. To explain this,Mahamati has preached in his first holy book “ShriRaas”
Have pehlaMohjalnikahuvaat,te ta dukhrupi din raat Davanal

bale

kaibhant,

tenikatlikahuvikhyaat (ShriRaas1/1) Mahamati says that I would firstly talk about this
world. Here day and night both are full of sorrow .Like the wild fire in forest, the vices such as
anger, lust, greed, ego, attraction etc. are burning the hearts of human beings. How further
shouldIdescribe
„Aemayacheatibalvanti,

them?
apnichemooldhanithaki

Munijannemanavyahar,ShivBrahamadiknalahepaar Suk Sankadik ne navtali , Lakshmi Narayan
nefarivali Vishnuvaikunthlidhamahe,Sagarsikharnamukyakyanhe”
(ShriRaas1/4&5). This illusion is very intense, because this has emanated from you. The sages
have accepted their defeat; even Brahma and Shiv have not been successful in overcoming
this.Sukhdevji, sons of Brahmaji, the sankadik sages have also not been spared from its effect,
Lakshmi ji and Narayan ji have also been enchained in it . This maya (illusion) has the control
even on the Vaikunath (one of the heaven as per SanatanDharm) of Vishnuji. Starting from the
Garbodhak Sea to the vaikunth this illusion hasn‟t spared anything. Thats why, we cannot
describe the power of illusion; it is present in the whole universe. This world has expanded due
to illusion. Whosoever tries to comfort this illusion, it steals his power. The saints compare
illusion to naughty, swift and a cunning woman. In the same way Mahamati also that illusion is
deceitfulscheming and shrewd who can overpower anybody. Attractive illusion has an enticing
power. There are various names given to illusion in almost all and warn everybody to stay away
from it. The only difference is that in Hindu scriptures, illusion is described as alluring power
and a pretty misleading Goddess from whom all good power and holy Gods should be kept away
themselves. Even for those who are evil or demon they should keep themselves away from its
cruel and wicked of nature. That means, in other as in Bible and in Quran are also considered as
the form of illusion. Again and again it hurts you secretly and all the time you. This shows that
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religion

Aekhelrachyo

hum

Aejopyare

Mehdi

you

the

khatar

,

same
so

Muhammad

thing.

dekhanaaiya
,

hum

Jetiroohmuslim

(ShriSanath

16/1)

According to Mahamati , after taking permission from lord, the divine souls have come down
from the heaven only to see these tricky games of illusion. Those divine souls who came down
now trapped by delusion. These souls now forget the divine power and get busy in watching all
the tricks of illusion. Through his scripts (written in TartamGyan) Mahamati came to awaken
those illusion trapped souls. Mahamati by waking those divine souls asking them to go back to
Vaikunth.
Aisakheldekhaiya,

Maangliyahai

Abkaisearajkaroon

hum

,Kahogemagya

(

tum

Khilwat

l
1/1)

By this verse Mahamati says we wish to see this illusioned mortal world and you fulfilled our
wish. By showing this world to us you completed our every wish but while watching this world
we have gone away from you. We have become so far that we don‟t have any sort of
conversation.We are sitting beside your feet but still our conscious is entangled in the worldly
affairs. There is a gap of long fourteen worlds. The distance is so much that now even you cannot
hear my prayers. The saints are talking about the joy and happiness of abode which is eternal.
They also preached us through scriptures about the eternal relationship between you and
almighty abode but my mind is stuck in illusion and cannot get away from this poisonous world
due to delusion. Although I am enduring so many sufferings here but still could not find a way to
get

out

Cheeliyebalsabhanke
Bandhyajokaibalkare,
(ShriSanath

from
,

Jo
to

this
soorme
bade

jugglery.
bade

kehlaye
jogotekhaye
31/14)

The one, who is trapped in this jugglery, cannot understand the difference between bad and good.
He only hurts every one. It is also said in Vedas that if you do any right or wrong, then illusion
will create hindrances in your worship. Illusion will not wish to leave you. Illusion will mislead
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you. Due to this illusion Maharishi Vishwamitra entrapped and attracted to beautiful celestial
nymph Urvashi and gave birth to a girl. There are so many instances in religious books where we
get

to

know

about

how

this

illusionary

world

has

trapped

so

many

sages.

Aemayaaadanandki,ChalijaatandherNirgunsargunhoyekevyapak,aayphirtehainpher
(ShriKirtan20/1)

From the beginning of cosmos, the great saints and sages apparently languish in darkness of
illusion. Till today, it‟s not decided yet that eternal spirit is attributed or dissociated, in shape or
shapeless and if shapeless then how it takes shape or any figure. There sort of questions often
confuse us that we sometimes find truth fades away from our heart which results in that there
would be no more desire to know the fact or truth. The illusion has made this world as deceptive
that the soul automatically attracted towards it. This astonishing, alluring deceptive world misled
the divine souls. This enchanting illusion fades away all the memories of that almighty from the
mind. Those who realized laughed at the situation of this world that the people are running
tirelessly behind those things which are mortal, unstable and changing continuously. They are
calling themselves as mine which are not belong to them. They are living in mere oblivion. They
are lifting the burden of others‟life when there is no faith in the moment of their existence. Still
they

are

Sadho
Vishwadekhbhayameinvismay,

doing
hum

amazing

work.
dekhyabadatamasa

dekhdekhawatmohehasa

(ShriKirtan 5/1)

When small children make small-small clay houses and play with them by making relatives also
there, we the elders often laugh at their innocence that how they are playing. In the same way,
theologian who got the ultimate knowledge of this worldly affairs laughs at us. Mahamati
sermonized us in very easy and understanding way the trap of illusion and also warn us to stay
away from it and to get the ultimate power he shows us the way to get salvation.
Brief
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Maya is a spiritual concept connoting”that which exists, but is constantly changing and thus is
spiritually unreal” Through this article here Mahamati mentions about bringing light of
enlightenment to the soul who have completely forgotten about it due cosmic illusion. According
to Mahamati the God loving soul (Braham Atma) has come in this earth to watch the sport of
cosmic illusion and at the end they must return to the end they must return to the eternal abode.
Through his book he explained the true religion. His devotional songs of spiritual wisdom are
meant to awaken the sleeping souls. According to Mahamati our human body is the grave from
which the sleeping souls within has to rise up above the body consciousness and wake up to the
true reality of the absolute. The lord dwells in every heart to judge the actions of soul and
embraces

her

the

day

she

awakens

to

her

true

self.
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